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CAN A FLAMING SWORD BE COLD? 
CUTTING WEAPON 
AS A CONCEPTUAL AND LINGUISTIC PREDICAMENT
So he drove out the man; and he placed at the east o f the 
garden o f Eden Cherubinis, and a flaming sword which 
turned every way, to keep the way o f the tree o f life.
(Gen. 3:24) [King James Version]
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0. Note on transcription
To make our reflections available to the readers who are not aquainted with 
non-European alphabets, we have decided to make use of only the Russian and 
Greek alphabets and to present less known scripts, i.e. Arabic, Armenian, He­
brew, Persian and Sanskrit, in Latin transcription.
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1. Cutting weapon from the linguistic point of view
If  one takes a look at how people call weapons like sword, lance, bayonet 
& c, i.e. the English category “cutting weapon / cold steel” (from now onward 
CW/CS), one notices that they are described in different languages by miscella­
neous adjectives: Czech bodna/sećna zbrah ‘thrusting/cutting weapon’, Eng. 
cold steel ‘cold weapon’, Fin. teriivii ase ‘sharp, slicing weapon’, Fr. arme 
blanche ‘white weapon’, Hung, szuró- es vagofegyverek ‘stubbing/cutting 
weapon’, Germ, blanke Waffe ‘shining/naked weapon’, Gr. ayyeyaya ónla  
‘arms used in a face-to-face fight’, Kurd, stleha bear ‘rapid weapon’, Pashto: 
gdrha vasla ‘wounding weapon’, Pers. aslehe-ye sard  ‘cold weapon’, Tajiki 
яроки беоташ ‘fireless weapon’, Tur. kesici sildh ‘cutting weapon’. Cases, like 
Albanian, in which two coequal forms are used interchangeably (arme teftohta  
‘cold weapon’ besides arme te bardha ‘white weapon’) are rather rare.
The weapon in question is used in face-to-face fights, fireless, and thus its 
general designation is usually contrasted with the term “igneous, fiery or 
shooting weapon” (i.e. weapon from which a shot is discharged by gunpowder, 
like cannons, muskets, rifles, guns, pistols or revolvers), cf. Alb. qitje me arme 
‘shooting/gunning weapon’, Czech strelnd zbrah ‘shooting arms’, Eng. fire ­
arms, Fin. tuliase ‘fiery weapon’, Fr. arme a feu  ‘fiery weapon’, Hung, lofegy- 
ver ‘firearms’, Germ. Feuem>affe ‘fiery weapon’, Gr. m pofióla ónla  ‘fiery 
weapon’, Kurd, stleha ttraveg ‘shooting weapon’, Pashto vasla ndriya ‘fiery 
weapon’, Pers. aslehe-ye garm ‘hot weapon’ or aslehe-ye atesi ‘fiery weapon’, 
Tajiki яроки тирандози ‘shooting weapon’, Tur. ate§li sildh ‘firearm’.
One needs to note that the range of usage of the terms for cutting weapon 
differs from one language to another.1 For example the Polish term biała broń 
(weapon without bursting or exploding elements) designates, besides sword and 
sabre, also: mace, club, axe, spear, pike, lance, bayonet and knife.2 It seems
1 There are also some other terminological complications with the range of denotation, 
and this category is not to be confused with Eng. side-arms ‘arms carried by the 
side, as sword, bayonet, & c.’ [HSD 673], usually contrasted with firearm s , which 
only in part can be reckoned among “white weapon”, because pistols, contrary to 
CW/CS, also belong to this group (side-arms ‘swords, bayonets or pistols’ [ODT 
1437]).
Pol. biała broń “wszelka broń ręczna, która nie potrzebuje prochu; wszelki oręż słu­
żący do cięcia lub pchnięcia” [Linde-SJP]; “broń nie mająca elementów wybucho­
wych; obuchowa (maczuga, topór), drzewcowa (oszczep, włócznia, pika), sieczna 
(szabla, miecz); białą bronią wojskową są obecnie tylko bagnety i noże” [EP-PWN 
107]. Cf. also Fr. arme blanche: “une arme blanche est une arme dotee d ’une lame 
en acier. ( ...)  Les couteaux, les epees, les sabres, les ba'ionnettes, etc., sont des 
armes blanches. Dans la categorie des armes inviduelles, 1’arme blanche s ’oppose
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moreover that although in most languages arrows and bows, which are in fact 
missile weapons, are reckoned neither among the first category (as not being 
used at close quarters), nor the second one (as being fireless), there are counter­
examples like in Persian (aslehe-ye sard  includes kiird ‘knife’ and samsir 
‘sword’ as well as lir-o-kamdn ‘bow and arrows’)3 or Arabic (the categorization 
comprises even more elements, see paragraph 2.4).
Terms denoting CW/CS can be divided into two main groups: (1) those 
which call CW/CS “white” and (2) those which refer to CW/CS as “cold”. Both 
categories can be more or less precisely ascribed to the geographical distri­
bution of the Romance, Germanic, and other languages like those belonging to 
the Slavonic and Iranian families (for reference see Tables 1 & 2). They stay 
furthermore in a clear opposition to the category “firearms”, which is described 
in many languages as “fiery”, “hot” or “fervent”.
W h it e  w e a p o n F ir e a r m s
Bas. arma zuri stizko arma
Dan. blanke vaben skydevaben
Dut. blank wapen vuurwapen
Germ. blanke Waffe Feuerwaffe
Swed. blanka vapen eldvapen
It. arma bianca arma da fuoco
Fr. arme blanche arme a feu
Port. arma branca arma de fogo
Rom. arme albe arma de fo e
Sp. arma bianca arma de fiiego
Pol. biała broń broń palna
Arab. silah ’abyad silah nan
C o l d  w e a p o n F ir e a r m s
Eng. cold steel firearms
Bulg. хладно оръжие огнестрелно оръжие
Russ. холодное оружие огнестрельное оружие
Ukr. холодна зброя вогнепальна зброя
Serb. hladno oruzje vatreno oruzje
Est. kiilmrelv tulirelv
Latv. aukstie ieroći śaujamierocis
Lith. saltas ginkłas saunamasis ginkłas
Arm. sare’zen k ’ hrazen
Dari asleha-ye sard asleha-ye nariya
Pers. aslehe-ye sard aslehe-ye garm/ates i/nar iye
Hebr. neseq qar neseq ham
Table 1. Table 2.
There are many regularities in the classification, but there are also some 
exceptional cases, which contrast with other members of the respective family, 
e.g. Polish (against the background of other Slavonic languages) or English 
(against the background of other Germanic languages). Starting with “white 
weapon” we will discuss the Romance (2.2) and Germanic (2.3) languages. 
Arabic, which has been found as a class for itself against the background of 
other languages, will be presented in paragraph 2.4. The category “cold weapon”,
principalement a Tarme de choc comme la masse d ’arme ou la matraque, a Tarme a 
feu -  fusil ou pistolet -  et a l’arme de je t -  arc ou sagaie” [Hachette Multimedia / 
Hachette Livre],
J Pers. aslehe-ye sard  “any implement o f war not capable o f firing a missile (like 
knife, sword, bow)” [FFE 95]. Pers. tir ‘arrow’ > ‘shoot’, kaman ‘bow, arc’.
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evidenced notably in the Iranian and Slavonic languages, will be discussed in a 
separate paragraph (4).
2. “White weapon”
2.1. General remarks
Colors are important natural signs and indicators for the identification and 
re-identification of physical objects. They serve a variety of purposes from the 
social point of view. They exist objectively in the world. Yet, while retaining 
their function as natural signs, first and foremost they are important cultural 
signs. It is therefore a natural thing to see colors by which objects in the world 
are categorized, in their social and cultural context. “White”, by way of illustra­
tion, not only contrasts with “black”, but also constitutes an element of the 
opposition GOOD:BAD, HAPPY:SAD, CLEAN:DIRTY etc. [Leach 1976:57fE].4 
Consequently, the whiteness of a weapon is quite naturally perceived as a part 
of cultural symbolism. When asked about reasons why CW/CS is in some 
languages called “white”, one can come across different answers, among which 
the most popular one associates “white” with its symbolic meaning and with the 
ethos of knighthood (white = purity = innocence = virtuousness = honor = 
honorable fight/death etc.).3 This interpretation has its historical and cultural 
justification -  when firearms were introduced in the 15th c., they were perceived 
as a rather vulgar and base kind of weapon, not because they were anti­
humanitarian, but because their application exposed a nobleman to the mercy of 
lowborn and ignoble people [Howard 1990:37].6 On that account it seems quite 
comprehensible to assume that the common esteem for the moral superiority of 
CW/CS, which was used in face-to-face fights of the noblemen, results from the 
contrast with the iniquitous use of firearms by the rabble.
The interpretation of the epithet “white” in terms of its symbolic meaning 
is also motivated by some conceptual constraints. The term “white weapon” is 
commonly regarded as a metaphor, because it seems to be obvious that “white”,
4 Cf. footnote 22.
3 Many explanations are, however, differentiated and sometimes rather odd, e.g. “the 
color refers to a contrast with ‘red’ for blood, as indeed, if  a knife/saber etc. is well 
into flesh, then it prevents the blood from flowing out and it creates a white cut 
around the incision” or “because this particular kind o f weapon cuts to the ‘white’ in 
all o f us, that is, the bone” [explanations received on the LINGUIST-mailing list on 
the 15Ih and 16th May 2003, original spelling],
6 Yet it is remarkable that the same can be said about arrows, which allow to assassi­
nate anybody from a long distant, but are in some languages reckoned among “white 
weapon”.
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at least nowadays, does not designate the color of metal or steel, and thus cannot 
be decoded as such.
Agreeing that the concept has synchronically a metaphorical character, we 
want to look at its origin in order to demonstrate that the primary use of the 
collocation was not metaphorical, but that “white” used to designate a real 
color.7 We repeat therefore after Swadesh:
The names of the cardinal colors in most languages have so long 
a history that their origin may be completely lost to common knowl­
edge. Yet there are some cases in which the etymology is still obvious, 
or in which at least an association of ideas is still evident. (...)  There 
is apparently no language today that handles the matter of color as 
purely paradigmatic. But the conceptual scheme connected with the 
old pattern may still be preserved in a large part of the world, while 
the phonetic relations continue to be evident (or reconstructable) in 
many scattered language groups, including English [Swadesh 1971: 
203-4].
Accordingly, we will show that, although the association of the notions 
“white” and “weapon” is not quite evident, the etymology of the collocation 
“white weapon” is not completely lost to common knowledge either.
2.2. Romance languages
The metaphor “white weapon” is to be found chiefly in languages belong­
ing to the Romance family (Fr. arme blanche, Sp. arma blanca, Port, arma 
branca, It. arma bianca, Rom. arme albe). The metaphor is furthermore preva­
lent in such unrelated languages as Albanian (arme te bardha), Arabic (silah 
iihyad), Basque (arma zuri), and Polish (biała broń).
In the Romance languages the term “white weapon” appears much later 
than for instance in Arabic -  the metaphor is attested for the first time in French 
(arme blanche) in 1690 as an appellation for ‘defensive weapon neither bronzed, 
gilt nor engraved’ (“armes defensives ni bronzees, ni dorees, ni gravees”). Only
7 We will consistently use the term “color” for “white”, although we are deeply con­
vinced that “white”, just like “black”, does not in fact designate a color, because: (1) 
“white” appears always in contrast to “black” and constitutes thus an opposition 
WHITE:BLACK, whereas other colors never form any real oppositions, but only 
cultural ones (e.g. RED:WHITE, cf. Lat. vir rubens ‘a red man’ vs.fem ina alba ‘a 
white woman’); (2) both these terms only describe the lack o f any color. White is a 
composition o f a color spectrum and makes up a background against which other 
colors are visible, whereas black means the lack o f light and thus the lack o f color 
(physically: the surface absorbs the light and does not reflect it). Cf. a black-white 
photo/film  = colorless photo/film.
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a few years later (1694) will the term come to be used for weapon with blades 
(“armes a lames”), as contrasted with firearms [DHLP].
With the exception of Romanian (alb ‘white’), all the other Romance 
languages use the adjective blanc-lbranc-lbianc- < Gmc. *blank- ‘clear, bril­
liant’. In French, blanc is attested since the 11th c., when it replaced the common 
Latin adjective albus ‘white’ (cf. Fr. aube ‘dawn’) [DEF 66]. The most striking 
point is that * blank- in the Germanic languages denotes ‘shining, lustrous, clear, 
brilliant’ (cf. Germ, blink ‘clear’, blink und blank ‘shining clean’, blinken ‘to 
blink, glimmer’ (about metal), blank ‘shining’ and ‘naked, bare’), whereas in 
French it means ‘white, pale, clear’, but not ‘brilliant, shining’ (cf. Fr. brilliant, 
clair, reluisant)!' Fr. blanc -  ‘weiB, rein, sauber; unbeschrieben, unausgefullt, 
offen’ (= contemporary Germ, ‘nackt, unbedeckt’), armes blanches -  ‘blanke 
(Hieb- und Stich-) W affen’ [LNW 60]. It seems that the Germans recognized 
this weapon (esp. sword) as “shining”, while the French, using the same word, 
acknowledged it as “white”. The Romanian form arme albe, which is the most 
conservative one in its retaining the Lat. root alb-, proves that this kind of 
weapon was in fact primarily perceived as “white”. Pol. biała broń (biały 
‘white’) and Bas. arma zuri (zuri ‘white’) seem to be loan translations from 
French and Spanish respectively. Arab, silah iihyad, which will be discussed 
hereinafter, is conceptually of the same origin, but emerged independently of 
the Romance languages.
Contrary to the metaphor “cold weapon”, which has its counterpart in the 
term “firearms” (opposition COLD:HOT), the “white weapon” has no such 
equivalent (*“black weapon”), apart from a rather idiosyncratic form arma 
negra in Spanish,9 which does not, however, denote a different category, just as 
“firearms” do, but refers to a particular sub-sort of CW/CS, i.e. mostly florets 
used in practicing fencing, and not in a real fight, thus not designed for cutting 
nor pointed.10 Arma blanca is white because it shines, and it shines when it is
8 Fr. blanc “ 1. d ’une couleur voisine de celle de la neige {La colomne est blanche. 
Drapeau blanc); 2. d ’une couleur pale, claire (Peau, race blanche). 3. clair, par 
opposition a des choses de menie nature, mais de teintes plus sombres; 4. propre, net; 
fig. innocent; 5. qui n ’est pas rempli {bulletin blanc, page blanche, nuit blanche); 6. 
arme blanche, eau blanche, examen blanc, servant d ’epreuve, sans valeur officielle.” 
[Donnees encyclopediques, 2001 Hachette Multimedia / Hachette Livre],
9 We are especially grateful to two persons: Eva Bernhardt and Robert M. Chandler- 
Burns, who provided us on the LINGUIST-mailing list with this piece o f information.
10 Armas negras: “estas expresion es la misma que da origen a la frase armas blancas, 
aludiendo a ue son cortantes, en contraposición con las llamadas armas negras, que 
eran las que se utilizaban en la practica de la esgrima у que no eran cortantes ni pun- 
zantes; asimismo, eran tambien llamadas armas negras las que permanecian envainan- 
das” ; cited after the BELCA publishing house in Buenos Aires [www.arcom.net/ 
belca].
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“naked”, i.e. taken out of the sheath. Contrary to that, arma negra is black 
because it is either (1) left in the sheath, i.e. it does not shine because it is not 
“naked”, or (2) it is not pointed, i.e. it is “blinded” at the end (because it is not 
used in a real fight), and thus equivalent to the weapon left in the sheath. This 
evaluation, too, has its roots in the symbolism of colors -  “white”, on account of 
the emotional significance of light-emitting or reflecting objects, is a symbol of 
m an’s mental and physical capacities. Sword or dagger is a symbol of justice,11 
power, and authority. When it is left in the scabbard, or is blinded or blunt, it 
indicates the loss of the masculine and political power.
This distinction between arma blanca and arma negra in Spanish, i.e. 
between the naked weapon pulled out of the sheath and the weapon left in the 
sheath, can be better understood when one takes a look at the etymology of the 
German lexeme blank, from which the Romance terms for “white” originated.
2.3. Germanic languages
All current designations for CW/CS in the Germanic languages operate 
with the adjective blank (Dan. blanke vaben, Dut. blank wapen, Germ, blanke 
Waffe, Swed. blanka vapen).
In contemporary German, blank is often used in the sense of ‘pure, bare’ 
(“sauber, rein”) [DUDEN-ET 85], but blank was originally used for “gleaming 
and shining objects like swords” [DWP 102], cf. P.Gmc. *blangkaz < PIE 
*bhleg- ‘to shine’, OHG blank ‘white, shining, bright’, O.Eng. blanca ‘white 
horse’, M.Eng. blynken ‘to shine, glisten’, Eng. to blink ‘to wink, to intermit 
light; to glimmer’, blink ‘a glance of the eye; a glimpse, a gleam; the gleam or 
glimmer reflected from ice in the Arctic regions’ [HSD 73-4]. The term blanke 
Waffe goes back to the expression blankes Schwert (= “gezogenes Schwert”), 
which originally designated “blitzendes Schwert”, and in addition “bloBes 
Schwert” [EWDS 89].12 Hence the expression blank ziehen means “die blinken- 
de Klinge entbloBen, das Schwert blank ziehen” [DWG 65]. However, there 
was no equivalent of “blanke Waffe / blankes Schwert” in Latin (*arma alba / 
*gladius albus) with an adjective meaning ‘white’, so the German term was 
translated into Latin as gladius vagina vacuus [ADLW 694]. This suggests that 
the primary understanding of blank was in fact ‘naked, pulled out’ and not
11 Cf. for example ius gladii ‘the law o f sword’, which was popular in the Middle Ages 
and was appointed by the ruler to cities and feudals in order to punish criminals with 
the death penalty.
1_ “Lautlich und semantisch gehort blank zu blinken, doch ist das Verb spater und 
schlechter bezeugt” [EWDS 89]. A sword drawn from the scabbard is called ‘naked’ 
or ‘bare’ in many languages (Pol. nagi miecz, Eng. naked sword, naked steel). And 
such a sword, when unsheathed, starts to shine, becomes shining (Eng. bare, Germ. 
bar < PIE *bhas- ‘to shine’).
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‘white’. This cannot however be determined without a shadow of a doubt,13 
because both meanings of blank (i.e. ‘white’ and ‘naked, pulled out’) were once 
inseparable concepts. This is all the more remarkable because we encounter 
primarily in German the collocation blankes Schwert and not blanks Waffe.14
However, the second meaning of blank, i.e. ‘white’, seems to be more 
prevalent. “Alles was blinkt ist blank” observe the Grimm brothers, and because 
metal and ore shine (blinken), there are in German many collocations referring 
to shining metal, like blankes Eisen ‘shining metal’, blankes Schwert ‘shining 
sword’, blankes Messer ‘shining knife’, blanker Stahl ‘shining steel’, blankge- 
schliefenes Beil ‘polished and shining axe’ [DWG 64-5]. This meaning of blank 
was adopted in the Romance languages. In German, weifi and blank used to 
mean almost the same: “der Schnee kann weiB oder blank sein. Man sagt 
schneeweiB oder schneeblank” [DWG 64-65]. White, in the meaning of shining, 
is therefore the color of metal, and this concept was spread in different languages. 
In the Middle Ages small silver coins were called in Latin pecunia alba or 
simply albus (lit. ‘white’) [SŁSP 1:389-90]. This Latin term was adopted in 
Polish, so that silver coins (“pieniądze srebrne w pospolitym używaniu”) were 
also called białe [SJP 1:96].b  Because Pol. biały means ‘lśniący, zrobiony z 
jasnego metalu (srebra, ołowiu)’, there are some firm collocations noted in Old 
Polish: biały kubek ‘white m ug’, biały kociołek ‘white kettle’, biały lichtarz 
‘white candlestick’, biała łyżka ‘white spoon’ or biała miednica ‘white wash­
basin’ [SP 2: 104]. At one time this connection between “white” and silver/ 
metal must have been quite natural,16 cf. Eng. blank ‘a plate or piece of gold and 
silver, cut and shaped, but not stamped into a coin’ [HSD 73-4], further Eng. 
white metal ‘a general name for an alloy in which zinc, tin, nickel, or lead is
b There are languages in which the category CW/CS is derived directly from the fact 
that the weapon is out o f the sheath, e.g. Tur. (kinmdan ęikarilmp) kesici silah ‘cut­
ting arm (taken out o f the sheath)’.
14 There are a lot o f proverbs which prove the popularity o f this collocation: “Wer 
nicht Lust hat zu einem wackern Pferd, auch nicht Lust zu einem blanken Schwert, 
und nicht Lust zu einem schonen Weib, furwahr der hat kein Herz im Leib” [DSL 
3:291], “Schonheit ist ein blankes Schwert, das der Rost gar bald verzehrt” [ibid. 
4:321], “Blanke Schwerter sind kein Kinderscherz”, “Ein blank Schwert gehort in 
keine verrostete Scheide” [both: ibid. 4:466], “Zur Not steckt man in rostige Schei- 
den blanke Schwerter” [ibid. 3:1060]. Especially the last proverb, in which the sheath 
(Scheide) and the naked sword (blankes Schwert) are put together, shows that the 
primary meaning o f blank was ‘naked’.
15 Cf. Arab, qirs bbyad  ‘half-piastre coin’, fig. ‘a little money’ in Egypt, and the 
colloquial expression та- bndm  la bbyad wala 4swid, lit. “he has neither white nor 
black” , i.e. ‘he’s penniless’ [Hinds-Badawi 116].
16 We read for example by Goethe [1991:177]: “das Silber nahert sich dem reinen 
WeiBen am meisten, ja  das reine WeiB, erhoht durch metallischen Glanz, wirklich 
darstellt” .
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used in such quantity as to give it a white colour, like Britannia-metal,17 German- 
silver,18 queen’s-metal19 & c.’, white money ‘silver coin’ [HSD 824-5]. The same 
categorization could be observed in classical Arabic [Fischer 1965:245], in 
which bid (pi. < sg. m. iihyad ‘white’) meant silver (“because of its whiteness; 
like gold is called al- bhmar ‘red’ because of its redness”) [AEL 283] or small 
silver coins (“pieces d’argent”) [SDA 135]. White was also the alchemic color 
of mercury (hydrargyrum, lit. ‘water silver’), which was called aqua alba (lit. 
‘white water’) or humidum album (lit. ‘white humidity’) [Jung 1989].
All the above listed instances show that CW/CS is “white”, because it 
shines (it is therefore blank), i.e. its surface made of steel shines in the sun. It 
could also shine, even when it was not made of a shining type of metal, because 
it was a widespread technique of manufacturing armament to cover it with silver 
and additionally polish it [Żygulski 1983:1 Об].20
From what has been said we must conclude that the adjective blank in the 
German term hlanke Waffe / hlankes Schwert is semantically ambiguous, because 
it can be understood either as “white” or as “naked” (cf. Eng. naked sword, Pol. 
nagi/goły miecz). One can conclude from the above mentioned facts that most 
European languages operate with the same concept of “white weapon”, that was 
borrowed from OHG blank < blinken. In the Romance languages, as well as in 
some Germanic ones, like Dutch, it is still understood as “white” (plane, bianco, 
bianco etc.). In others, like English, it has undergone a semantic shift, so that 
blank does not mean ‘white’ any longer, but rather ‘colorless’, i.e. fig. ‘void, 
vacant, plain’, cf. Eng. blank verse = Fr. (only pi.) vers blancs = Germ. Blank- 
vers = Pol. biały wiersz; cf. also Eng. blank check = Fr. carte blanche Ф Germ. 
hlanke Karte ‘blank paper’ = Pol. biała kartka ‘blank paper’.
2.4. Arabic
The contemporary Arabic term denoting CW/CS, silah iihyad ‘white 
weapon’, denotes any blade used as a weapon, i.e. all sorts of cutting, stubbing 
and thrusting weapon as opposed to silah nan  ‘firearms’ (nar ‘fire’), also 
iislihat as-sasahan < Pers. sasxane ‘any rifled firearm’, iihyad  (sg. fem. 
hayda j pi. hid, from the root b-y-d ‘to lay eggs’, cf. bayyada ‘make white, 
whiten’, iihyadda ‘to become white’) is the primary Arabic term used to denote
17 Britannia-metal ‘a metallic compound or alloy o f tin, with a little copper and anti­
mony, used chiefly for tea-pots, spoons, etc.’ [HSD 88].
18 German-silver ‘a white alloy of nickel, zinc and copper’ [ODT 626].
19 Queen’s-metal ‘an alloy largely composed o f tin, used for making teapots, spoons, 
& c.’ [HSD 589].
20 There were in the Middle Ages additional techniques that allowed one to make at 
least some types o f weapon shine. One used for example to oil shields before a battle 
because the shining shield represented the “bright” personality of the warrior [Thass- 
Thienemann 1968:298].
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the color “white”. The collective noun bayd means ‘eggs’ -  it signifies the 
“main part, essences, substance” and is thus related to the centrality of the 
category. The adjective ’abyad is used to denote metonymically such natural 
substances as saliva, sperm, or pearl, but also iron implements such as sword or 
money. It also means, paradoxically, ‘the Abyssinians’ (banii l-bayda’) [AEL 
283], and in Africa -  ‘coal’ [El V:699b].21 In the Koran the terms i’abyad ‘white’ 
and iaswad ‘black’ appear consecutively expressing the contrast between “light” 
and “dark” rather than between “white” and “black”, so the term iabyad, just 
like its counterpart i’aswad, refers to a tonality (bright) rather than a color (white) 
[Fischer 1965:234ff, passim]. This fact could explain to some extent why the 
term was used in a normal and metaphorical sense for all sorts of objects that 
glitter or shine: for the sun, for other kinds of weapon, and for men and women 
(as a color of skin, a sign of personality or a symbol of honor).22
From very old times, and consecutively in old Arabic poetry, iabyad used 
to denote the brightening glow and brilliancy of metals. It was used therefore to 
describe all types of armament that were made of steel or metal, first and 
foremost a sword (sayf), which “because of its whiteness” [Fischer 1965:246] 
was and is up to now called iabyad, pi. al-bTd, i.e. ‘the gleaming / the white’ 
[AEL 283, MUNGID 56]. One used to speak of the “gleam/shine/beam of a 
sword” (bayad as-suyiif), but it was also said of it that “it has a pearl-like shine/
21 This is in fact not so much surprising, since the Arab philologists have collected a 
certain number o f words with two contrary meanings, which they called ’addad. 
However, the phenomenon o f enantiosemia is not limited to Arabic, but widespread 
in all Semitic languages. For further reference see El [1:184b] and the bibliography 
given there.
~  Furthermore, there is a widespread symbolism o f “white” in Arabic. One says, for 
instance, o f a noble man who is held in esteem by the community baydat al-balad, 
lit. “the whiteness o f the country”, and of a good-hearted person qalbuhu ’abyad “his 
heart is white” . Other metaphoric expressions like bayad al-wagh, lit. “whiteness o f 
the face”, or bayyada llahu waghahu, lit. “God has whitened his face”, denote as a 
consequence the fineness and nobleness o f one’s character. The same centrality is 
visible in collocations like baydat al-watan or baydat ad-din, which express the 
integrity and moral virtue o f one’s homeland (watan) and religion (din). This can be 
exemplified by some other metaphors which use the color “white”, like ya d  bayda \ 
lit. “white hand”, i.e. ‘beneficent hand, benefaction’. It could probably be assumed 
on that premise that the metaphor silah ’abyad is somehow connected with the 
nobleness of the death which is brought by it (cf. al-mawt al- ’abyad ‘natural death’), 
but it seems rather improbable. The whiteness o f weapon cannot be associated with 
the whiteness (i.e. cleanness) o f the death. The death can be clean only when it 
comes from the hand o f an adversary who fights in a close distance. The death that 
is brought by arrows for example (which are in Arabic reckoned under CW/CS) is 
no longer clean. Further on, one needs to note that it is no longer the same meaning 
o f “white weapon” that is found in Polish or French, where it denotes only the sort 
o f cutting weapon that is used in a close face-to-face fight.
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beam/gleam” (laM  rawnaqun durriyyatun) [Fischer 1965:245], which suggests 
that the whiteness of the metal was perceived in different hues from the matt 
white like the hue of salt (ka-l-milih lawnuhu) [Fischer 1965:252], to the intense 
beam of a sun-reflex on a polished blade.23 Sword was furthermore called bdriq 
(pi. bawariq ‘gleam’ < b-r-q ‘to shine, glitter, sparkle’, cf. Hebr. barak ‘light­
ning, flash’) [Schwarzlose 1886:112], or (attested only as plural) lawamic (щ. 
lam ic ‘shining’ < l-m -c ‘to shine, shimmer, sparkle’) or hawaflq (sg. haflq ‘flash­
ing’ < h-f-q ‘to flash’). The shining of a sword was often compared with the 
sunbeam and the sword alone was even seen as the sun, which radiates the light 
[Schwarzlose 1886:176].
Because iron was generally perceived as “white”, iibyad was used not only 
for the typical sorts of CW/CS (swords, spears and lances), but also, contrary to 
European languages, for other sorts of armament, like shields, suits of chain 
armors, arrows and spears. Additionally, “white” (and other linguistic terms 
referring to different hues of “white”) was also used via the metonymic prin­
ciple DEFINING PROPERTY FOR CATEGORY [Kovecses/Radden 1998:53] 
for military or paramilitary units like squadrons or battalions of armored horse­
men (faylaq, kattba etc.), e.g. katiba bay da ’ ‘white squad’, i.e. “an army or a 
portion thereof, upon which the whiteness of the [arms or armor of] iron is 
apparent” [AEL 283]. Just as in the case of sword, here, too, different adjectives 
were used, viz., b a y d a white’, saM d'’‘gray/pale/matt white’, but also ‘shining 
bright white’, malha’ ‘gleaming whitely, pale white, characterized by the color 
of salt’ or even iiga ', primarily ‘dark/dirt color’ and g a ’w a ’ ‘dirty white’, al­
though the shining white color of armor24 was the prevalent factor in the process 
of this conceptualization [Fischer 1965:246, 253ff]. It is, however, interesting to 
notice that not all sorts of armament which have been called “white” were of the 
same origin. The helmet for example was called bayda (which is not to be 
mixed up with the feminine form of “white” bayda’), not because of its shining 
metal, as in the case of sword or armor, but rather for its shape resembling an 
egg (bayda ‘egg’ = nomen unitatis of bayd ‘eggs (collective noun)’) [Schwarz­
lose 1886:349].
2j “Ein blankes Schwert blitzt und funkelt, zumal im Gebrauche. (...)  Das Schwert 
flimmert d.h. nach arabischer Erklarung: sein Glanz geht gleichsam und kommt oder 
schwindet und zeigt sich wieder” [Schwarzlose 1886:172, 174]. The same can be 
said o f any other iron weapon, e.g. o f a lance: “Die lange braunrote Lanze mit blau- 
schwarzer Spitze war die Lieblingswaffe des Reiters. Die Spitze leuchtet im Sonnen- 
schein wie eine Flamme” [Jacob 1897:134].
24 Fischer writes with regard to that: ga }w a } “hellschimmemde Rtistung der Reiterei” 
[1965:255]; sahba’data asillatin “mit Kettenhemden (gertistete), matt schimmernde 
(Reitschar)”, sahba ’ datu qawanis “eine mit Eisenhelmen (gertistete), schimmernde 
(Reiterschar)” [Fischer 1965:256].
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There are, however, some intriguing constraints in the naming of armament 
in Arabic. Almost all sorts of metal and steel that characterize the armament and 
armored groups of warriors could be termed iihyad, which has, just like in the 
European languages, a strong connotation of ‘shining’, but they were never 
called iizhar, the meaning of which is also ‘shining/gleaming/beaming white’, 
and which is to some extent synonymous with iihyad. The possible explanation 
for this, viz. that iizhar is reserved for objects that are shining very brightly, 
like silver [Fischer 1965:250],23 suggests at the same time that the quality or 
intensity of “shining” in the case of iihyad does not play the key role in the 
conceptualization, i.e. it does not constitute a prototypical feature of the “white 
weapon”. We can rather suppose that it must have been the color, the tincture or 
the hue of the metal, which inspired those men who had the first contact with 
metal in the Iron Age, in the very beginning of the first millenium ВС. This 
assumption can be supported by the fact that in Proto-Hamito-Semitic white and 
metal were both labeled with the same word *cah ‘be white’ and ‘metal’ (cf. 
Sem. *sVh- ‘be white, shimmer, be clear’, Hebr. shh, Aram, shh, Arab, shw  [-u, 
-a]). And it is most probable that the name for metal which has a livid whitish 
color was derived from the root *cah ‘be white’ [HSED 100], therefore metal = 
substance that is white. In conclusion, Arabic continues, contrary to Modern 
Hebrew (neseq qar ‘cold weapon’), the historically conditioned conceptual 
identification of metal and the color “white”.
3. Flaming sword
Every metal implement can be perceived as “white” and there can be given 
two possible explanations of this: (1) the first concerning the process of its 
manufacturing -  “white” is the color of heated metal which is going to be 
shaped and hardened (“white” = emits white light, cf. white heat -  the tempera­
ture at which metal emits white light. Goethe calls it “WeiBgliihen des erhitzten 
Eisens”26), (2) the second one, “white” is the color of reflected light, first and 
foremost of a sunbeam. In both cases metal and its whiteness are inseparable 
and can naturally be associated with fire.27
2i This explanation, however, is not very convincing, since “white” in “white weapon”
has a metaphorical character, and such semantic shifts can be observed in other 
instances, too, where bbyad  and bzhar are used almost interchangeably, such as in
the characterization o f noble character or provenance o f men [Fischer 1965:250].
26 “Alle Erscheinungen, welche objektiv genannt werden konnen, finden ihren Platz
bei den physischen Farben. Wir erwahnen hier nur des Uberganges vom WeiBgliihen
bis zum Rotgltihen des erhitzten Eisens” [Goethe 1991:57-8].
27 There is a strong and natural affinity between white, fire and light (sun). Because the 
experiences o f fire and sun are related in that both are warm and light, brightness,
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The most popular “white weapon” that is linked to fire is sword. It has 
commonly a long metal blade (usually of steel), either straight and with a sharp 
point for thrusting, like rapier; with a sharp point and one or two cutting edges 
for thrusting and striking, such as broadsword; or it is curved and with a sharp 
convex edge for striking, like scimitar.28 Blades were also made of laminated 
strips of iron which were hammered together.
Until the introduction of repeating firearms, which virtually ended the 
value of sword as a military weapon, swords were a preeminent hand weapon 
through a long period of history. They were the basic weapon used in the 
Middle East since the Early Bronze Age (3150-2200 BC), when copper and 
bronze weapons were produced with long, leaf-shaped blades and with hilts 
consisting of an extension of the blade in a handle form. But as a serious and 
effective military implement, sword had to await the development of iron 
forging, and the first truly durable swords date from about 1200 BC (i.e. the 
Early Iron Age, which corresponds with the biblical period of the Philistines29; 
in Europe -  around the 8Л с. ВС).
In many languages swords derive their names from words for iron or steel, 
cf. Lat. ferrum  ‘iron’ > ‘knife, weapon, sword’, Oss. fsan, afsan ‘iron’ > 
‘(plough)share’, ćifsangyrd ‘blacksmith’, Gr. alóepoę ‘iron’ > ‘anything made of 
iron’ > ‘arrow-head, sword or knife, axe-head’, Rom .fie r  ‘iron, steel’ > ‘sword; 
chains\p a lo s  ‘steel’ > ‘sabre’, Pers. dhani0 ‘iron’ > ‘sword’, pulad  ‘steel’ also 
‘sword’, Eng. (cold) steel > ‘sword’.
Swords in the Iron Age were mostly of earthly origin and thus united with 
fire (but also with water, see paragraph 4)31: iron smelted from iron ores was
fire and heat have close symbolic links in most languages [Wierzbicka 1990]. In 
Arabic the sun is called al-bayda’“because o f its whiteness” [Lane-AEL 283], and 
“the most vehement, or intense, heat o f summer, or o f the hottest period o f summer 
(...), from the 26th o f May to about the 4th o f August” is called baydat al-qayz or 
bctydat as-sayf [Lane-AEL 283]. The same period o f time is also called sanatun 
sahba \ i.e. “hellgraues Staubjahr: zeichnet sich durch Trockenheit und tibergroBe 
Hitze, die alles verbrennt” [Fischer 1965:256], whereas it is to be noted, that the two 
terms baydd ’and sahba W ere in classical Arabic used interchangeably.
28 A sabre having a curved blade with the edge on the convex side and used chiefly by 
Arabs and Turks, cf. Fr. cimetare, It. scimitarra, Sp. cimitarra < Pers. samsir ‘sword’, 
lit. “lion’s claw”, which is a folk etymology.
29 The Bible gives us some information about the production o f iron, which was used 
extensively for agricultural implements, everyday tools, and weapons. Iron weapons 
included swords and spears (I Sam. 13:19, 17:45; II Sam. 23:7), horns (I Kings 
22:11), and even chariots (Josh. 17:16).
M Cf. dhan-e gdv ‘ploughshare’, dhan pusidan ‘to do one’s armour, to equip oneself.
jl Before iron metallurgy was introduced (in Europe starting from the 8‘ c. BC, in the 
Middle East about 1200 BC), primitive peoples had obtained iron from meteorites 
(shooting stars, cf. Pers. tir-e dsmdni ‘a shooting star’, lit. “heavenly arrow”, tir
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tempered by heating and cooling. This reflects the ambiguous nature of metal: 
fire, flames and then water allow matter to change its state (hence it has both 
divine and demoniac power). In the Avestan Hymn to Mithra (Yt. 10.130), a 
thousand sharp-piercing spears and steel-hammers go through the heavenly 
space and fall through the heavenly space upon the skulls of the Daevas:
There, on grass-land magnate Mithra’s chariot, are in readiness a 
thousand well-made s p e a r s ,  s h a r p  a t  t h e  b l a d e  
(broiOro-taeżanąm32); hailing from supemature they fly, hailing from 
supemature they fall, on to the evil heads of the evil gods. There, on 
grass-land magnate Mithra’s chariot, are in readiness a thousand well- 
made, two-wedged h a t c h e s  o f  s t e e l  (haosafnaenam bitae- 
yanąm); hailing from supemature they fly, hailing from supemature 
they fall on to the evil heads of the evil gods” [Gershevitch 1967:
139].
The first historical explicit connection of fire and sword is to be found in 
the Bible [Gen. 3:24]. The exact text of Genesis (ca. 5th с. BC) speaks of “the 
flame of the sword which is turning itself round” (lahat ha-hereb ha-mmitsha- 
pekeff 3 [BIBLIA 5] -  it suggests that the sword is being swung and glitters and 
sparkles in the sun, thus giving the impression of turning around. Its “white­
ness” is so strong that it resembles a blazing fire. References to this physical 
phenomenon can be found in the old Arabic poetry, commented by Schwarz-
‘arrow; thunder and lightning’); cf. Summer. AN.BAR ‘iron’ written with the signs for 
‘heaven’ and ‘fire’, and meaning ‘heavenly metal’, ‘metal-star’. When Cortez asked 
the Aztec chieftains, what they made their knives of, they pointed to the heaven 
[Eliade 1988, 1:38-40].
Av. tiyra ‘arrow’, O.Pers. tigra ‘pointed’, Av. bi-taeya ‘two-edged’, broiOro.taeźa 
‘mit gescharfter Schneide’ (cf. O.Ind. tejate ‘is sharp, becomes sharp’, Gr. atĘto 
‘steche, tatowiere’, аггууц ‘puncture’, Lat. in-stigdre ‘anreizen, anstacheln’, Got. 
Stiks ‘Stich, Punkt’, PIE *(s)teig- ‘be sharp’ [WP II 612, KEWA I 525-6]). From the 
same root beside ‘sharp’ also ‘shining’: Kh.S. hatiys- ‘shine’ (< *taig- : tig- ‘shine, 
be pointed’), O.Ind. tejah- ‘sharp edge; splendor, top o f a flame, glow, energy, vital 
power’.
Some translations, beginning with the King James Version, disregard, however, the 
status constructus of lahat ha-hereb and translate the word lahat (cf. lahab ‘flame’, 
interestingly also ‘cutting edge, blade’) as an attribute “flaming”, e.g. “a sword 
whirling and flashing” [NEB] or “a flaming sword which turned every way” [НВ]. 
An accurate translation is given in Young’s Literal Translation: “the flame of the 
sword which is turning itself round” . The same in St. Jerome’s version (Vulgate): 
“eiecitque Adam et conlocavit ante paradisum voluptatis cherubin et f l a m -  
m e u m  g l a d i u m  a t q u e  v e r s a t i l e m  ad custodiendam viam ligni 
vitae” .
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lose: “Die Eigenschaft des Glanzes, des Funkelns und Flimmems in Verb indung 
mit den Vibrationen, welche ein Schwert beim Schwung erfahrt, erinnem den 
[altarabischen] Dichter, wie ahnlich bei der Lanze, an die zittemde oder zucken- 
de Bewegung des Blitzes” [Schwarzlose 1886:175].
The conceptual identification of sword and fire is attested chiefly in the 
history of the West. We find the popular collocation ferro ignique ‘with sword 
and fire’ for the first time used by Marcus Annaeus Lucanus in his “De bello 
civili”, known also as “Bellum Civile” (2,443).34
There are some instances of similar use by other Roman authors, like 
Marcus Valerius Martialis, who provides us with the metaphor alhae leonis luces,
i.e. “white gleaming eyes of the lion” [SEP 1:127]. In various European myths 
one can find swords connected with fire: Flamberge lit. ‘cutting flames’ (a 
sword of Charlemagne), Haute-claire ‘shining’ (the famous sword of Oliver, one 
of the 12 peers of Charlemagne, a friend of Roland), Angunm lel -  the Frithiof s 
sword, inscribed with Runic letters, which blazed in time of war, but gleamed 
with a dim light in time of peace (13th c. Icelandic sage); cf. Pers. liq ‘sword, 
scimitar, glaive; knife, razor; point of spear’, ‘a ray of the sun; a moonbeam; any­
thing erect and lofty’ and also: ‘lightning, brightness; heat, flame’, ‘weavy appear­
ance on a sword-blade’ (also: tiq-e ateśdar ‘a flaming sword’, tiq-e almas-gun 
‘a sword shining like a diamond’ [PED 342-3]), tir ‘arrow’ and ‘thunder and 
lightning’ [PED 341], clteś-e mogassam ‘a well-tempered sword’ (lit. ‘corporeal 
fire’) [PED 1177]. The 
sword connected with fire 
can also be found in the 
old Arabic poetry. In one 
of the poems of 'Antara 
ibn Śaddad we read for 
example: bi- abyacla ka-l- 
qabasi l-multahibi ‘with a 
white [sc. a sword] gleam­
ing/shining/beaming like 
a blazing firebrand/torch’
[cited after Fischer 1965:
246] -  the affinity of white 
and fire is here particu­
larly apparent.
A very similar proc­
ess of conceptualization 
can be found in the Alche-
Picture 1. Sword and fire used to split the “philos­
opher’s egg” of the primeval matter. M. Maier, 
Atalanta, 1618 [KLS 270].
j4 It is also found as the title of the Polish roman “Ogniem i mieczem” (by H. Sienkie­
wicz).
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my -  it was namely believed that a sword was used by Mercurius33 to split the 
primeval matter (primam materiam) and to extract the spirit (animam or spiri- 
tum) from it. The myth is portrayed in the picture №  1 -  three rudiments, i.e. a 
sword, fire, and an egg representing the primeval matter, had to be gathered at 
the same time to achieve the final process.
A very striking example of not only metaphorical, but more iconic presen­
tation of a flaming sword is rendered by khadga, the Tibetan “fire sword” (cf. 
Skr. khadga ‘sword’), which is a symbol of enlightenment (i.e. it brings light 
into a man’s soul) and is used to destroy ignorance, the enemy of liberation from 
the bonds of worldly attachments. The sword is virtually flaming (see picture 
№  2), because its tip ends with detailed copper-colored brass flames signifying 
the destruction of evil forces, and protection. The khagda in the picture features 
a solid brass Tibetan Dragon at the hilt, holding the heavy (unsharpened) iron 
blade. The top of the handle is crowned with a “dorjie”, or Viswa Vajra, which 
represents that which cannot be destroyed, but itself destroys all evil.3<>
Picture 2. Khadga, the Tibetan “lire sword” [www.ancient-empires.com].
As a result of the above mentioned ambiguity and the affinity to fire, there 
has always been a spirit of holiness with regard to metals and swords, which is 
also proved by etymology: P.Gmc. *isarnan ‘holy metal’, cf. OHG isarn, ёг 
‘ore’, Germ, eisen, O.Eng. Iren, isen, Eng. iron, derived from PIE *is-(e)ro- 
‘powerful, holy’ (cf. Skr ayah ‘iron, metal’, Av. ayah-, Pers. dhan, Lat. aes, 
Got. a t ,  PIE *ai- ‘to shine, glance’ [KEWA I 46]); from the same root: Eng. ice 
< O.Eng. Is -  from its glancing. In the Iranian languages words denoting ‘iron’, 
‘steel’, ‘plough’ derive from the root for ‘white, shining brightly’ and ‘holy’ (as 
becoming from heaven, heavenly metal -  cf. footnote 31): Av. hao-safnaena ‘of 
steel (made of good iron)’ (Yt. 10. 130), hu-spana-, hu-safna- ‘good iron’ < Ir. 
*spana- with metathesis safna- ‘iron’ (*sp- // *iv-, PIE *ku- ‘bright, white’, 
*kuano- ‘metal of bright colour’), Av. span-, spenta ‘holy’, spaeta ‘white’, Kh.S. 
ŚT-, śślta ‘white’, hlśśana- ‘iron’ (< *auśuana <  *auspana < PIE *(a)kuano-),
It is remarkable that quicksilver (mercury) was called in the alchemy “elementary 
fire” (ignis elementaris), most probably because it moves lively and reflects light 
with each move. 
j6 Given after [www.ancient-empires.com].
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Part. *asvana ‘iron’, Sogd. ’s p ’y t  ‘white’, 'spn’y  ‘iron’, M.Pers. sped ‘white’, 
asen ‘iron’, Pashto spin ‘white’, dspana, dsplna (< *hao-safna) ‘iron’; Kurd. 
hasin ‘iron’, Wakhi yiśn, isn ‘iron’, Yazg. sepon ‘plough’, Oss. fsdn, iifsiin ‘iron’
> ‘(plough)share’, afsangyrd ‘blacksmith’; PIE *kuei-t!d- ‘shine, bright, white’
> (with *-ra-): Ir. *spiOra-, *spaiOra-, M.Pers. spihr, Pers. sepehr ‘sphere, sky, 
heaven, fate’.
4. “Cold weapon”
Languages that label CW/CS as “cold”37 can be found chiefly in the East. 
These are, first of all, the Iranian and Slavonic families, e.g. Dari asleha-ye sard, 
Pers. aslehe-ye sard,i& Russ, холодное оружие, Serb, hladno oruzje, Ukr. 
холодна зброя. However, no geographical division can be regarded as decisive, 
because we find the metaphor “cold weapon” in other unrelated languages like 
Alb. arme teftohta, Arm. sare ’ zenk ’, Eng. cold steel and Est. kulmrelv.
One might assume that the term “cold weapon” originated in Russian, the 
most influential language in this area, and has spread into neighbouring languages 
and dialects (possible caiques in Armenian, Estonian, Latvian; borrowings in 
Ukrainian and Serbian). But first we need to answer the question of how it 
happened that this weapon started to be labelled as “cold”. The assumption that 
“cold” has been connoted by fire(arms), and thus appeared as a counterpart op­
posed to “fire” > “hot”, does not seem to be correct, because CW/CS had been 
termed “cold” in other languages long before firearms were introduced, so that 
the “coldness” of weapon was recognized much earlier. We can think here of 
the process of manufacture, when CW/CS is shaped (“cold” is opposed to heated 
iron, i.e. COLD:HOT=WHITE): a metal (iron, steel), which is first heated, is 
then formed by hammering into a particular kind of weapon. This process of 
forging is reflected in English, where cold steel is used figuratively for weapons 
like swords (cf. naked steel = naked sword), thus cold steel = cooled steel, now 
contrasted with firearms (neither hot steel nor cold arms would make sense in 
this context).
л  As opposed to “hot/fervent/fiery weapon”, e.g. Arm. hfazen (hur ‘fire’, zen k’ ‘wea­
pon’), Est. tulirelv (tuli ‘fire’, relv ‘weapon’), Pers. aslehe-ye garm/atesi/nariye (garm 
‘warm, hot’, atesi ‘o f fire’, ndriye ‘force o f fire’), Russ, огнестрельное оружие 
(iогнестрельное ‘shooting with fire’), Serb, vatreno oruźje (vatreno ‘fervent, passion­
ate’). Moreover, Persian has developed another opposition: aslehe-ye garm (garm 
‘hot, warm’), which in contemporary Persian is the most popular one. 
j8 Pers. aslehe is pi. o f selah ‘arms’ (< Arab, silah ‘weapon’), and denotes especially 
sword, mace and stringless bow; selah-dar ‘a sword-bearer, esquire’, seldhi ‘a sword 
or armor-bearer’ [PED 691].
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The adjective cold was added to steel to denote a particular kind of it, i.e. 
one cooled and hammered into the form of a sword. The opposition steel (fig. “a 
weapon like sword, spear, etc.”) : arms (firearms) came into being later on, but 
explains why English had not translated the French arme blanche (no ‘white 
weapon’ or ‘shining/blank weapon’ being attested).39 The affinity of coldness 
and metal is also attested in Persian, cf. fig. ahan-e afsorde “frozen iron”, i.e. ‘a 
sword rusty and blunt’, ahan-e sard  lit. “cold iron”, i.e. ‘the human heart’, 
ahan-e sard (afroste) kuftan lit. “to beat cold/frozen iron”, fig. ‘to waste time’ 
[PED 126].
4.1. Persian
In Persian the CW/CS is called aslehe-ye sard ‘cold weapons’. Although 
the word aslehe (pi. of selah) ‘military arms, weapons, implements of war, 
armour’ [PED 691 ] is a borrowing from Arabic (silah), neither the designation 
* selah-e abyaz nor *selah-e sefld exists in Farsi. It seems that in spite of numer­
ous Arabic lexical elements in Persian, inclusive of words for arms and different 
kinds of weapon40 (even abyaz41 ‘white’, which denotes a sword [PED 11], cf. 
also bayza' ‘white, bright, clear, clean, pure; the sun; fair woman’, umm-e 
bayza’ ‘a boiler, kettle’, bayza’ andaxtan fig. ‘to fear’, lit. “to throw white”, bayzi 
‘whiteness, purity’ [PED 221 -2]), the Arabic term silah iihyad ‘white weapon’ 
has not been calqued into Persian.
Before the opposition aslehe-ye sard  ‘a fireless weapon’ vs. aslehe-ye 
garmlatesi ‘hot/fiery weapon’ (‘exploding weapon’ [FFE 95]) appeared after 
the invention of gunpowder, the appellative selah itself had been used for 
‘sword, mace and stringless bow’, cf. selah-dar ‘a sword bearer, esquire’, selah- 
sur ‘a fencing master, armorer, gladiator’, selahi ‘a sword or armor-bearer’ 
[PED 691]. Nowadays selah is ‘every implement, which is used in war’ [Amid 
747]. Hence one may assume that the primary designation for CW/CS had been 
selah, and the succesive collocation selah-e sard (CW/CS) was introduced just 
after the firearms were invented and the term selah-e atesi/garm ‘firearms’ was
j9 However, the French borrowing arme blanche denoting the category CW/CS is also 
to be found in English [DMEU 196], but scarcely used. Another explanation why 
English calls CW/CS “cold” will be presented in paragraph 4.2.
40 For example hosam ‘a sharp sword’ [PED 419], romh ‘spear, lance’ [PED 586], harbe 
‘a hunting spear, javelin, dart, dagger, arms; implements o f war’ [PED 415], sendn 
‘a spear’ [PED 699], seyf"a sword, scimeter, sabre’ [PED 716], qazeb ‘sharp (sword)’ 
[PED 947].
41 Pers. abyaz ‘white’, color opposed to black, metaphorically “sword” and “raw meat”, 
also “youth” ; mout-e abyaz ‘natural death’ [Dehxoda-LN II 961], cf. Pers. mout-e 
ahmar ‘red death’, i.e. violent death; mout-e aswad ‘black death’, i.e. death by stran­
gulation [PED 1340]. The same symbolic meaning o f colors can be observed in 
Arabic (al-mawt al- hbyad)-
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coined in order to name the new category. Seldh-e sard  resulted therefore from 
the need to contrast both categories (CW/CS vs. firearms) by the use of an 
attribute opposed to garm  ‘hot’, i.e. sard  ‘cold’. No Arabic influence can be 
presumed in that case, since the opposition WH!TF.:F!F.RY is not attested in 
Persian. So we assume that the Persians must have associated “weapon” with 
other ideas and this could be the reason for not having borrowed the Arabic 
phrase. Persian weapon is by no means “white”, although many words for cut­
ting arms figuratively denote “shining” and “lightning” phenomena; e.g. Pers. tiq 
‘a sword; a ray of the sun; a moonbeam; lightning; heat; flame; etc.’ [PED 343], 
tir ‘arrow; thunder and lightning’ [PED 341], xangar ‘a dagger, a sword’, xangar-e 
sim ‘morning beam’ (lit. “silver dagger”).42
In the oldest Iranian tradition such elements as water and fire acquired 
paramount importance. They were, above all, synonymous with life and energy, 
as no activity was possible without them. For Zoroastrians, fire and water were 
sacred in so far as they had been created by Ahura Mazda, and symbolized the 
great truth of purification -  the divine law.43
Many compounds and phrases of the Persian language still reflect these 
symbolic ideas, and thus attest to the delusion of the opposition “cold” (water) : 
“hot” (fire). It is worth stressing that Pers. ab ‘water’ and ates ‘fire’ indicate 
also such notions as “splendor, honor, dignity, glory, prosperity” (ah-deh 
‘splendor-giving’, lit. “water-giving” [PED 6]). Moreover, these words are much 
used in metaphorical expressions, e.g. a great many swords derive their names 
from “fire” and “water”, namely: ates-o-ab ‘sword’ (lit. “fire and water”), ates-e 
ah parvar ‘a sword of good temper’ (lit. “fire fostered by water”), ates-e parvar 
‘a shining sword’ (lit. “fostered fire”), ates-e mogassam ‘a well-tempered 
sword’ (lit. “corporeal fire”) [PED 13], ah ‘a brilliant sword’ (lit. “water”!), ab-e 
afsorde ‘cold or congealed water, ice, glass, bright sword’ (lit. “frozen water”), 
ab-e fosorde  ‘glass, crystal, a sword, dagger’ (cf. ates-e fosorde  ‘congealed, 
frozen fire; i.e. gold’), ab-e xofte ‘congealed water, snow, ice, glass, crystal, a 
sword in the sheath’, ab-e mon'aqid ‘snow, ice, crystal, glass, a scimitar’, ab- 
gun ‘water-colored, liquid blue, glass, ice, a bright sword’, ah-dar ‘of a good 
water (as a diamond or a sword), keen, sharp, glazing’, ab-dade ‘tempered 
(steel)’ from the verb ah dadan ‘to sharpen, make brilliant, harden steel, en­
liven’ (lit. “to give water”) [PED 2-9]. Moreover, swords found in the classical 
Persian literature derive also their figurative names from other water-giving
42 One cannot exclude that this Persian term is a caique from Russian (холодное ору­
жие), but it can also be an independent development, cf. Eng. cold steel (s te e l: cold 
steel, cf. dhan-e sard  ‘cold iron’, met. “human heart” [PED 126]).
4j “It is revealed that the fire is so valuable, since Ohrmazd created the body and soul 
o f Fire from his own mind and thought, and he created its radiance and glory from 
the light o fthe  Endless Light” [PR 18dl: 36].
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objects or mythological watery creatures: abr ‘cloud’44 (“I have a cloud for war, 
its color is the same as water’s, its rain will be blood”43), nahang ‘water dragon 
or similar monster, a sword’ [PED 1439], nahang-e siydh ‘a glittering sword’ 
(lit. “black dragon”!), nahang-e sabz ‘an Indian sabre’ (lit. “green dragon”), na- 
hangan-e niyam ‘swords in the scabbards’, bahr-e nahang-asa ‘a bright sword’ 
(lit. “like the sea of water monster”).46
As one can see, the Iranian tradition does not attribute any particular color 
to weapon. It ascribes to the category CW/CS the most valuable features of water 
and fire, those elements indispensable for life and death. These Persian beliefs 
are a part of a much older Indo-Iranian tradition, in which the colors were con­
noted by the color of water and fire, as proved by the Upanishads: “The red color 
of the blazing fire is the color of fire, the white color of fire is the color of 
water, the black color of fire is the color of the soil” [Chandogyopanisad 
VI.4.1]. Thus, the white color as the color related both to fire and water was the 
color belonging to Ohrmazd’s creation: “All that is white is from the creation of 
Ohrmazd, (...)  the white is for the assistance of the rains . . .” [PR 35c4: 63].47
4.2. Latin gladius
As it has already been proved, the best example of the category CW/CS is 
sword (cf. “O.Eng. sweord, etc., general Gmc. (except Goth.), etym. dub., perh.: 
OHG sweran ‘cause of suffer pain’ (...)  with orig. sense of root ‘sting, cut’ (?)”
44 When Zarathustra asks Ohrmazd: “What is this lightning that comes from the 
cloud?”, the God answers: “This is the light (...)  and it comes to smite the demon 
Sanjagr” [PR 35a3-4: 62].
43 Yeki abr ddram be gang andarun, ke hamrang-e ab ast va bdrdnes xun [Shahname 
I I 47-51].
46 Cf. the Arthurian legend about Excalibur, a sword given to King Arthur by the Lady 
o f the Lake. At Arthur’s death Sir Bedivere threw Excalibur into the lake; a hand 
rose from the water, caught the sword, and disappeared.
47 This connection between water and fire, or even the identification o f both elements 
(coniunctio oppositorum), is widespread in the western thought, cf. for example the 
observation of Jung: “Neben dem Begriff der ,materia prima4 spielen der des Wassers 
(aqua permanens) und der des Feuers (ignis nos ter) eine bedeutende Rolle. Obschon 
diese beiden Elemente gegensatzlich sind und sogar ein typisches Gegensatzpaar 
konstituieren, sind sie doch ein und dasselbe nach dem Zeugnis der Autoren” [Jung 
1989:15]. The ancient Arabs also associated sword not only with fire, but also with 
water: “Sonst bedienen sich die Dichter zur Veranschaulichung des Glanzes eines 
vom Feuer oder Wasser hergenommen Bildes. Das Schwert ist eine gltihende Flam- 
me (...) , auf der anderen Seite gleicht es einem Teiche” [Schwarzlose 1886:176]. Cf. 
for example Al-Munahhal: bbyada ka-r-ragci rusubin 4da / та taga f i  l-muhtafili 
yahtali “Ein blankes, tiefeindringend, ahnlich dem Teich; Sinkt’s ein, wo Schaaren 
stehen, sichelt es gleich“ . Other instances are given without the original text, e.g.: al- 
MutanabbT: “So oft als eine Farbe dein A ug’ zu sehen begehrt, Als ob’s dich necken 
wollte, ein Wallen dir’s verwehrt” [Schwarzlose 1886:176].
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[DSSPIEL 1393]). In the light of what has been said, worth reconsidering is the 
origin of the Latin term gladius, used to depict the classic, some two feet long, 
Roman stabbing sword, so far regarded as a borrowing of Celtic *k,Iadyos, cf. 
Gaelic claidheamh ‘a sword’, claidheamhor ‘a claymore (great sword), a large 
two-handed sword of the Scotch Highlanders’, O.Irish claideb, Welsh cleddyf, 
Cor. cledhe, Bret, kleze, Irish claimhte, cloidheamh ‘sword’; further Skr. khadga 
‘sword’ [see picture №  2], Gr. klados ‘a twig’, ChSl. kladivo ‘a hammer’; from 
the root kela, kla- ‘to hit, split’, cf. Lat. culter ‘knife, scissors’ [EDGL 86]. 
According to Walde-Pokorny, Welsh cleddyf, Bret, kleze derive from clectyct, 
Celt. *kladios, and Irish claideb is a loanword from Welsh (cleddyf), while Lat. 
gladius derives from Celtic *kladios [VWIS I 439]. This etymology has, how­
ever, some weak points: all the Celtic cognates point to the verbal root ‘to dig’, 
which can hardly be connected with ‘sword’: “cymr. clawdd, com. claud ‘Gra- 
ben’, bret. kleuz ‘Graben, Hecke’ (*klado-)”; secondly, they do not mean ‘to 
beat, kill’, and therefore cannot be compared to Sanskrit khadga (as cited above)48 
or Lithuanian kalti ‘to beat’ and other forms quoted above: “cymr. claddu, bret. 
claza ‘graben’, mir. claidim ‘grabe’, cymr. cladd ‘Graben’ (...)  das air. slaidid 
‘schlagt’, cymr. lladd ‘schlagen, toten’ ist ganz fraglich” [VWIS I 439].
Looking for the Latin origin of gladius, we are going to show that its 
etymological development took place on the native ground, a fact which has so 
far been overlooked, most probably because there has been no idea of ascribing 
such features as “coldness” or “smoothness” to a sword.49 Yet, strong evidence 
has been presented by Joan Bybee,30 to the effect that phonological similarities 
imply semantic ones [cited after Palmer 1996:282]. Our hypothesis is therefore 
that the Latin word gladius ‘sword’ derives from the same root as gelidus 
‘cold’. Moreover, gelidus ‘cold’ and calidus ‘hot’ are semantically contrasted, 
but phonologically and etymologically related. Although these three words, viz., 
gelidus, calidus and gladius, derive from two seemingly different PIE roots
48 There is no agreement as to the etymology o f this word, cf. Mayrhoffer: khadga 
‘Schwert’ “vielleicht ein protomundides Wort, unsicher” (cf. Tamil kantam 
‘Schwert’) [KEWA 1299] (the stress KM&IN).
49 One can come up with another etymology, which seems, however, to be more doubt­
ful, i.e. gladius as derived form the same root as Lat. glaber ‘smooth’: PIE *ghlddh-, 
ghhdh-  ‘glanzend, glatt’ < PIE *ghlend(h) ‘glanzen, schauen, blicken’: “Lat. glaber 
‘glatt, unbehaart, kahl’, aisl. gladr ‘glatt, glanzend, froh’, gledia, glada  ‘erfleuen, 
unterhalten’, ags. g la d  ‘glanzend, schimmernd, froh, erfreulich’, gladian ‘glanzen, 
schimmern, glanzend machen, streicheln, trosten, erfreuen’, ahd. glat ‘glanzend’, 
mhd. glat ‘glanzend, glatt’” [Walde-Pokorny I 625]. In that case Lat. gladius would 
be related to glaber ‘polished, smooth’, while Welsh cleddyf to clyd  ‘calens’, and 
perhaps other derivatives, attested in O.Icl. hall ‘smooth’.
30 Joan Bybee, Morphology>: A Study> o f  the Relation between Meaning and Form, Phil­
adelphia 1985.
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(*gel and *kel), we are convinced that they are not only phonologically akin to 
one another, but, what even more important, they indicate important semantic 
similarities. Hence we assume that there is a correspondence between these two 
cognitive spheres (coldness and warmth), which should make it possible to 
explain why a sword can be referred to as “cold” in some languages, and “white” 
in others, as well as why it is sometimes associated with “fire”.
From what has been said, we infer that gladius derives from the PIE root 
*gel-, and that it is the best lexical example for the unity of concepts concerning 
all different aspects of swords which were presented above (hotness -  coldness 
-  associations with fire/water -  whiteness): if this inference is true, i.e. gladius 
does derive from PIE *gel- (‘cold, freeze’, cf. Lat. gelu, also gelus, -Us, and 
gelum, -T ‘coldness, frost’, gelo, -are ‘freeze’, Lith. gelmenis, gelumd ‘strong, 
prickling coldness’, AgS. calan (him ccelp ‘he is freezing’), Goth, holds, OHG. 
halt, Germ. Kalt; akin to Eng. cold, cool, O.Eng. ceald [VWIS I 622]), it must 
have a close affinity to gelidus ‘cold’ < PIE *gel-. On the other hand, the root 
*gel-/*goh- had also the meaning of ‘naked, bare’ (M.Bulg. golotb ‘ice’, Russ. 
gółotb ‘freezing rain’ [VWIS I 622], Pol. goly ‘naked’, e.g. goły miecz = Germ. 
blankes Schwert ‘naked sword’). So we have an affinity both to “coldness” 
(Eng. ‘cold steel’) and to “nakedness” (Germ, hlanke Waffe ‘naked/white sword’) 
as well. In this second example, Germ, blank refers semantically to “nakedness” 
and etymologically to “whiteness” (blank < PIE *bhleg ‘to shine, be white’, a 
form developed from *bhel ‘to shine, gleam’).
If we accept that (1) the phonological similarities imply semantic ones, and 
that (2) enantiosemia is inherent to many lexical units, we can also infer that the 
semantic affinity between gladius ‘(naked/cold) sword’ and CW/CS is to be 
seen in yet another Latin word calidus ‘hot, warm’, derived from the root *kel-, 
which could have both opposite meanings ‘cold’ or ‘warm’ (e.g. Lith. saltas 
‘cold’ beside śylu, silau, sllti ‘to become warm’). From this PIE root are derived 
Lat. words for ‘hot’: caleo ‘warm, to be hot, glow’, caldor ‘warmth, heat’ (cf. 
Mir. clithe ‘apricis’, cymr. clyd ‘calens, calorificus’ [VWIS I 429]), as well as 
“aisl. hela ‘R e if , ndl. hal ‘gefrorener Boden’, mit Dehnstufe ё : ahd. hali 
‘schliipfrig, glatt’, aisl. hall ‘glatt’” [VWIS 1429]. So both roots *gel- and *kel- 
are in fact to be perceived as two variants of the same root.
This is all not so surprising. We have already seen that this sort of enantio­
semia is quite natural in Arabic, where iihyad ‘white’ paradoxically denotes 
also Abyssinians and coal (see p. 86). It is moreover quite natural for Arabic 
that colloquial phrases like ya  habar bhyad  ‘oh white news!’ and ya  nhar 
dswiif 1 ‘oh black day!’ [DEA 116, 440] both mean the same, approximately 
“what bad/awful news!”. This sort of enantiosemia can provide an explanation
51 4sw id -  colloquial variant o f the literary hswad.
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to the issue of why sword can be associated at the same time with two opposite 
elements, water (aqua) and fire (ignis). The sacred unity of the two elements 
can be traced also in the Alchemy.32 And to conclude, the connection between 
the two elements seems to be quite natural.33
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